Portal blood flow regulates volume recovery of the rat liver after partial hepatectomy: molecular evaluation.
Liver regeneration is a finely tuned process that is closely regulated by multiple cell cycle steps. Although the portal blood flow affects liver regeneration, the molecular mechanism by which the blood flow regulates gene expression and liver function is largely unknown. The aim of this study was to investigate the molecular effect of portal blood flow on hepatocyte proliferation and gene regulation during liver regeneration. We developed a simple surgical rat model to investigate the relation between portal blood flow and liver regeneration by partially ligating the portal trunk with 8-0 Proline sutures under microscopy to reduce the blood flow by 40%. We investigated recovery of liver volume, DNA synthesis, and gene expression associated with cell cycle regulators, comparing partially hepatectomized (PH) rats without (PH group; n = 30) and with partial portal ligation (PHPL group; n = 30) for 7 days after the operation. The hepatic tissue blood flow and the recovery ratio between liver weight and body weight in the PHPL group were significantly lower than in the PH group after hepatectomy. The peak 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine labeling index in the PHPL group was delayed and weak compared with the PH group. The expression of CT-1 and cyclin D, E, and B mRNAs indicated that the liver regeneration in the PHPL group was delayed and weak. In addition, there was reciprocal expression of C/EBPalpha and C/EBPbeta mRNAs, an observation supported by their nuclear protein levels. Furthermore, the cytochrome P-450 protein level in the PHPL group was higher than that in the PH group 1 day after hepatectomy. The portal blood flow regulates the activity of liver regeneration and the gene expression associated with cell cycle regulators, while the functions are maintained.